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Chekhov insisted that THE SEAGULL was a comedy, and contrary to the folklore on the subject, he was far from happy with Stanislavsky’s approach in the successful Moscow Arts Revival of 1898. He considered it too literal and lacking in simplicity. In his insistence on the designation “comedy” we must not assume that Chekhov was the Neil Simon of his day. As a doctor, with a strong social conscience, he appears to have felt that the best way to an understanding of the human condition was through humorous observation, or if you like, an affectionate irony.

Malcolm Black
Stage Director
THE SEAGULL
A Comedy by Anton Chekhov
Act I  Russia, 1896
      The estate of Sorin in the Countryside. Summer
Act II The same
Act III The same
Act IV The same, two years later. Winter

THE CAST (in order of appearance)

Yakov, a labourer                                      Michael Connolly +
Edvanko, his brother                                  Edward Connell
Masha, daughter to Shamraev and Polina                 Diane Dowling
Semyon Semyonovitch Medvendenko, a schoolmaster       David Diamond*
Sorin, Madame Arkadina’s brother                      Larry A. Ewashen*
Konstantin Gavrilitch Treplev, Madame Arkadina’s son  Alexander Crawley*
Nina Mihailovna Zarechny, young girl, daughter of a  Jacqui Presly*
   nearby landowner                                    Rosemary Dunsmore*
Polina Andreyevna, Shamraev’s wife                    Jim McNabb
Yevgeny Sergeyevitch Dorn, a doctor                   Julie Wild*
Irina Nikolayevna Arkadina, an actress                David L. Crowley
Ilya Afanasyevitch Shamraev, the steward of Sorin’s   Nolan Jennings*
   estate                                            Susan Padveen□
Boris Alexeyevitch Trigorin, a popular author         Susan Lowrie +
Cook
Housemaid

* Appearing through the permission of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association
+ Senior Student
□ Intermediate Student
Music for this production by Edward Connell with apologies to Chopin, Schubert, Rachmaninoff and Kodaly.
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